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CYCLONIC SPECTRA, CYCLOTOMIC SPECTRA, AND A
CONJECTURE OF KALEDIN
CLARK BARWICK AND SAUL GLASMAN
Abstract. With an explicit, algebraic indexing (2, 1)-category, we develop an
efficient homotopy theory of cyclonic objects: circle-equivariant objects relative
to the family of finite subgroups. We construct an ∞-category of cyclotomic
spectra as the homotopy fixed points of an action of the multiplicative monoid
of the natural numbers on the category of cyclonic spectra. Finally, we elucidate
and prove a conjecture of Kaledin on cyclotomic complexes.
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0. Summary
We construct the homotopy theory of cyclotomic spectra by means of a com-
pletely algebraic approach – without reference to equivariant orthogonal spectra,
equivariant S-modules, functors with smash product, etc., and we employ it, in
this paper and its sequels, to realize a program suggested by Kaledin [13, 14, 15].
The construction proceeds in four steps:
(1) We begin with the category of Q/Z-sets with finitely many orbits, all of which
are of the form
〈m〉 := Q
/ 1
m
Z.
(2) Then we sprinkle in additional 2-isomorphisms – one for every rational num-
ber that rotates one Q/Z-equivariant map into another. In effect, these 2-
isomorphisms introduce a free homotopy between the identity and a generator
in each cyclic group
〈m〉N :=
1
N
Z
/ 1
m
Z.
The result is a 2-category (that is, a category enriched in groupoids), F c©, whose
objects we call cyclonic sets.
(3) Next, using the technology introduced by the first author in [1], we define
cyclonic spectra as spectral Mackey functors – that is, as additive functors from
1
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a 2-category Aeff(F c©) of spans of objects of F c© to the ∞-category Sp of
spectra. In effect, then, a cyclonic spectrum consists of the following data:
• for every positive integer m, a spectrum X〈m〉,
• for every positive integer m, an action γm of Q/
1
mZ on X〈m〉,
• for every pair of positive integers m and n such that m divides n, two
maps
φ⋆m|n : X〈n〉 X〈m〉 and φm|n,⋆ : X〈m〉 X〈n〉,
• for every positive integerm, every s, t ∈ Q/ 1mZ, and every rational number
r such that r ≡ (s− t) mod 1nZ, a homotopy ρr : γm(s) ≃ γm(t),
all subject to a long list of coherence conditions determined by the 2-category
structure on Aeff(F c©); in particular, one has the Mackey condition: if m and
m′ both divide n, then there is a distinguished homotopy
φ⋆m′|nφm|n,⋆ ≃
∑
x∈Cn/Clcm(m,m′)
φgcd(m,m′)|m′,⋆γgcd(m,m′)(x)φ
⋆
gcd(m,m′)|m : X〈m〉 X〈m
′〉.
(4) The multiplicative monoid N of positive integers acts via n : 〈m〉 〈mn〉 on
the 2-category F c©, which in turn induces an action ofN on Sp c© via “geometric
fixed point” functors. We then define the homotopy theory SpΦ of cyclotomic
spectra as the homotopy fixed points for this action:
SpΦ := (Sp c©)
hN.
There is, of course, a p-typical version of this story for any prime p, in which all
the positive integers that appear above are powers of p.
In either case, the homotopy theory of cyclotomic spectra enjoys a simple uni-
versal property. We also compare our homotopy theory with the one constructed
by Blumberg–Mandell [7], thereby proving that their homotopy theory enjoys the
very same universal property.
The value of our fully algebraic approach is that nothing special is used in this
story about the homotopy theory of spectra, apart from the fact that it’s additive
and that it admits suitable colimits. We are therefore entitled to replace Sp with
any homotopy theory A with these properties in the recipe above and to form
the homotopy theories A c© of cyclonic Mackey functors valued in A and AΦ of
cyclotomic objects of A.
• If A is taken to be the ordinary category Ab of abelian groups, we find
that what we get is the category AbΦ of ordinary Mackey functors indexed
on the divisibility poset, along with additional restriction functors; this
provides the structure naturally seen on the big ring of Witt vectors.
• Similarly, if A is taken to be the homotopy theory D(Z) of chain complexes
of abelian groups, then D(Z)Φ can be compared with Kaledin’s cyclotomic
complexes [15].
Finally, we prove a conjecture of Kaledin [15, (0.1)]: we show that for any com-
mutative ring R, there is a pullback square of “noncommutative brave new schemes”
SpecD(R)Ψ SpecSpΨ
SpecD(R) SpecSp
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inducing, after applying “quasicoherent sheaves,” the square of left adjoints
(0.0.1)
D(R)Φ SpΦ
D(R) Sp.
This means that there is a square of stable, presentable ∞-categories and left
adjoints
D(R)Ψ SpΨ
D(R) Sp,
that exhibits D(R)Ψ as the tensor product D(R) ⊗ SpΨ, which we regard as a
tensor product of noncommutative derived rings, such that the induced diagram
FunL(D(R)Ψ,Sp) Fun
L(SpΨ,Sp)
FunL(D(R),Sp) FunL(Sp,Sp),
on modules coincides with the square (0.0.1) above. (The bottom arrows are well-
known to agree already [16, Th. 4.8.4.1].) This we prove in the final section.
Future work. In a sequel to this paper, we show that the topological Hochschild
homology (TH) of any Waldhausen ∞-category admits the natural structure of
a cyclotomic spectrum. Again our approach is fully algebraic, and it produces a
functor
TH: Dfiss(Wald∞) SpΦ,
which we may think of this as the noncommutative syntomic realization functor. We
shall address the connection to the “classical” syntomic realization in the fullness
of time.
Furthermore, the flexible algebraic set-up we have provided has allowed us to
develop an important variation on this story. This is the theory of what we call
multicyclonic and multicyclotomic spectra. In this variant, the unit corepresents
the higher versions of topological cyclic homology introduced by Brun, Carlsson,
Douglas, and Dundas [8, 9]. We study this in detail in a further sequel.
Origins. In 2009, the first author gave a talk at MIT in which he described an
approach to the de Rham–Witt complex based on spectral Mackey functors for
Q/Z. Unfortunately, the construction he offered was inelegant, because the residual
actions of the circle group were not, as it were, baked into the pie. It wasn’t until
early 2015 that the second author showed how to modify the orbit category of Q/Z
by adding 2-isomorphisms in just the right way. This lead rapidly to the present
article.
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1. Cyclonic orbits and cyclonic sets
1.1. By a strict 2-category, we will mean an ordinary category enriched in groupoids.
As usual, we will call the objects of the morphism groupoids the 1-morphisms and
the isomorphisms of the morphism groupoids the 2-isomorphisms.
1.2. Construction. From a 2-category C, one can obtain an ∞-category in two
steps: first, we form the nerve of each morphism groupoid to obtain a fibrant sim-
plicial category C∆; next we form the simplicial nerve N(C∆) as in [17, 1.1.5.5].
Just as for 1-categories, this procedure may be conducted in one explicit step as
follows: an n-simplex of N(C∆) is the following data:
• a list (X0, X1, . . . , Xn) of objects of C;
• for each i ≤ j, a vertex φij of the groupoid Mor(Xi, Xj), which is the
identity if i = j;
• and for each i ≤ j ≤ k, a 2-isomorphism αijk from φik to φjk ◦ φij in
Mor(Xi, Xk), which is the identity if i = j = k, such that for each i ≤ j ≤
k ≤ l, the identity
αijk ◦ αikl = αjkl ◦ αijl
holds in Mor(Xi, Xl).
Since ultimately our work in this paper will take place in the context of ∞-
categories, if C is any 2-category (even a 1-category!), we shall abuse notation
slightly and write C for the corresponding ∞-category N(C∆).
1.3. Notation. We write N for the set of positive integers, ordered by divisibility.
We write N0 for the set of nonnegative integers.
1.4. Recollection. Recall ([20, §1.3]) that a supernatural number (in the sense of
Steinitz) is a formal expression
N =
∏
p
pvp(N),
where the product runs over all prime numbers p, and each vp(N) ∈ N0 ∪{∞}. We
write N̂ for the set of supernatural numbers.
We identify N with the subset of N̂ consisting of those elements N ∈ N̂ for
which the vp(N) are all finite, and we call such an N finite. At the other extreme,
one writes ∞ (or perhaps 0) for the maximal element with vp(∞) =∞ for any p.
Supernatural numbers form a commutative monoid under the obvious notion of
multiplication (with vp(MN) = vp(M)+vp(N)). We regard N̂ as a poset under the
corresponding notion of divisibility, with respect to which it is a complete lattice.
For any element N ∈ N̂, let us denote by
1
N
Z ⊆ Q
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the subgroup of all rational numbers r such that no prime p divides the denominator
of r more than vp(N) times. The assignment N
1
NZ provides an ordered bijec-
tion between N̂ and the set of additive subgroups of Q that contain Z, ordered by
inclusion. It follows that N̂ ∼= Ẑ/Ẑ× (which justifies the notation to some extent).
1.5.Notation. For any element N ∈ N̂, let us writeNN for the set of finite divisors
of N , ordered by divisibility. (This is elsewhere called the nest associated with N .)
For any element N ∈ N̂, let us write CN for the torsion abelian group
1
NZ/Z
(so that N is the supernatural order of CN [19, Df. 1.1.6(iii)]). For any m ∈ NN ,
let us write 〈m〉N for the CN -orbit
1
N
Z
/ 1
m
Z.
Note that any transitive CN -set with finite stabilizers is of this form.
We will also contemplate the action of 1NZ on 〈m〉N via the quotient map
1
NZ CN . Since we’re in an abelian context, we will always write this action
additively.
1.6. Warning. Because of the potential for confusion, we wish to emphasize that
the CN -orbit 〈m〉N does not have cardinality m. It turns out that we want to keep
track of the cardinality of the stabilizers instead, so 〈m〉N is the (unique up to
isomorphism) CN -orbit whose stabilizers have cardinality m.
1.7. Example. When N is finite, CN is of course the usual cyclic group of order
N , and any CN -orbit is of the form 〈m〉N for some m ∈ NN .
We are particularly interested in two infinite examples: N =∞ and N = p∞.
1.8. Example. When N = ∞, we have CN = Q/Z. We will often just write 〈m〉
for the Q/Z-orbit 〈m〉 := Q/ 1mZ.
1.9. Example. If p is a prime number and if N = p∞, then CN is the p-quasicyclic
group Qp/Zp. We are contemplating Qp/Zp-orbits of the form
[k]p = 〈p
k〉p∞ := Qp
/ 1
pk
Zp
for some k ∈ N0.
1.10.Definition. Suppose N ∈ N̂. We write OCN for the 1-category whose objects
are CN -orbits of the form 〈m〉N and whose morphisms are CN -equivariant maps.
We call OCN the degree N orbit category of CN .
If 〈m〉N and 〈n〉N are two CN -orbits and if u and v are two CN -equivariant maps
〈m〉N 〈n〉N ,
then an intertwiner from u to v is a number r ∈ 1NZ such that for any z ∈ 〈m〉N ,
one has
v(z) ≡ r + u(z) mod
1
n
Z.
We now write O c©N for the following strict 2-category.
• An object of O c©N is a CN -orbit.
• If 〈m〉N and 〈n〉N are CN -orbits, then a 1-morphism 〈m〉N 〈n〉N is a
CN -equivariant map.
• A 2-isomorphism u v is an intertwiner from u to v.
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Vertical composition in the morphism groupoid
MorO c©N (〈m〉N , 〈n〉N )
is given by addition of integers, and for three objects 〈l〉N , 〈m〉N , and 〈n〉N , the
composition functor
MorO c©N (〈l〉N , 〈m〉N )×MorO c©N (〈m〉N , 〈n〉N ) MorO c©N (〈l〉N , 〈n〉N )
is given by composition of functions, and the horizontal composition of 2-morphisms
is also given by addition of integers. We call O c©N the degree N cyclonic orbit 2-
category.
1.11. Example. The degree 1 cyclonic orbit 2-category is a 2-groupoid with a
unique object 〈1〉1 and a unique 1-morphism in which the set of 2-morphisms is Z.
In other words, O c©1 is precisely BBZ.
1.12. A 2-simplex of O c©N (viewed as an ∞-category) is a diagram
〈m〉N
r
〈l〉N 〈n〉N
φ
χ
ψ
in which φ, ψ, and χ are equivariant maps, and r is an intertwiner from χ to ψ ◦ φ.
1.13. Observe that the morphism groupoid between any two objects of O c©N is a
connected groupoid isomorphic to the group Z, and so all of the mapping spaces in
O c©N are circles. In particular, we have the object (CN , g), where CN is the cyclic
group and g is translation by the generator 1/N , and EndO c©N (CN , g) is equivalent
to the circle group T . It follows that the functor
hN : O c©N Top
corepresented by (CN , g) lifts to a functor
hTN : O c©N Top
T ,
where TopT is the ∞-category of Top complexes with T -action and equivariant
maps. In fact, hTN is fully faithful and its essential image is spanned by the T -spaces
T/Ck as k ranges over divisors of N .
1.14. Warning. Since OCN has the same objects and 1-morphisms as O c©N , we
may consider the inclusion
ψ : OCN O c©N ,
but please observe that this is not the inclusion of a subcategory in the sense of
[16, §1.2.11]. Indeed, it follows from our computation of the mapping spaces that
the functor
s : O c©N NN
defined by the assignment 〈m〉N m (i.e., the order of a stabilizer) exhibits NN
as the homotopy category hO c©N , and this does not contain OCN as a subcategory.
1.15. Notation. When N =∞, we drop the subscript and write O c© for O c©∞ .
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1.16. Definition. For any N ∈ N̂, an N -cyclonic space is a left fibration
X Oopc©N .
More generally, an N -cyclonic ∞-category is a cocartesian fibration
X Oopc©N .
1.17.Notation. We shall write Top c©N for the simplicial nerve of the full simplicial
subcategory of sSetf
/Oopc©N
of simplicial sets over O c©N that is spanned by the left
fibrations. Similarly, we writeCat∞, c©N for the simplicial nerve of the full simplicial
subcategory of sSet+,f
/Oopc©N
of marked simplicial sets over O c©N that is spanned by
the cocartesian fibrations (with exactly the cocartesian edges marked).
1.18. Of course by straightening/unstraightening, one has equivalences of ∞-cate-
gories
Top c©N ≃ Fun(O
op
c©N
,Top) and Cat∞, c©N ≃ Fun(O
op
c©N
,Cat∞).
Consequently, an N -cyclonic space (respectively,∞-category) is essentially the data
of a space (resp., ∞-category) X together with a T -action and genuine (not homo-
topy) fixed point spaces (resp., ∞-categories) XCM for all the finite subgroups
CM ⊂ T such that M divides N .
1.19. Definition. For any N ∈ N̂, the ∞-category F c©N of finite cyclonic sets of
degree N is the closure of O c©N under formal finite coproducts. That is, F c©N is
the smallest full subcategory of the ∞-category Top c©N of N -cyclonic spaces that
contains the essential image of the Yoneda embedding and is closed under finite
coproducts.
1.20. More explicitly, F c©N can be identified with the following 2-category.
• The objects are CN -sets whose stabilizers are all finite.
• A 1-morphismX Y between two such CN -sets is a CN -equivariant map.
• For any two 1-morphisms u, v : X Y , a 2-isomorphism is an intertwiner
from u to v, by which we mean a tuple (rU )U∈Orb(X) of intertwiners –
indexed by the set Orb(X) of orbits of X – from u|U to v|U .
1.21. Clearly the functor ψ above extends to a functor
ψ : FCN F c©N ,
where FCN is the 1-category of finite CN -sets. This is also not the inclusion of a
subcategory.
1.22. The category OG of G-orbits for a finite group G has the magical property
that it acquires pullbacks upon adjoining formal finite coproducts: the pullback of a
diagram of G-orbits exists as a finite G-set, which is after all just a finite coproduct
of G-orbits in a canonical fashion. This is tautologically equivalent to the following
property: for every functor
W : Λ22 OG
the category (OG)/W has finitely many connected components, and each connected
component admits a final object. We say that OG admits multipullbacks.
We will apply the powerful Mackey functor machinery of [1] to our categories
of cyclonic sets, and for this, it will be necessary to show that the cyclonic orbit
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categories also admit multipullbacks. (In the language of [2], they are orbital ∞-
categories.)
1.23. Definition. Let C be a 2-category, and let X be an object of C. We define a
category enriched in groupoids C/X , the homotopically correct overcategory of X ,
as follows:
• An object of C/X is a morphism f : Y X in C.
• A morphism in C/X from f : Y X to g : Z X is a morphism
h : Y Z in C together with a 2-morphism k : f g ◦ h in C(Y,X).
• An edge between (h1, k1) and (h2, k2) is a 2-morphism q : h1 h2 in
C(Y, Z) such that the identity (g ◦ q) ◦ k1 = k2 holds in C(X,Z).
It’s easy to see that this construction is compatible with the formation of overcate-
gories in the∞-categorical sense; that is, one has a natural isomorphismN((C/X)∆) ∼=
(N(C∆))/X .
1.24. We now investigate the overcategories of objects of O c©N ; in particular, we’ll
see that they’re simply 1-categories. Let 〈n〉N be an object of O c©N and let
〈m〉N
s
〈l〉N 〈n〉N
φ
α
β
〈m〉N
t
〈l〉N 〈n〉N
ψ
α
β
be a parallel pair of morphisms in (O c©N )/〈n〉N . Then unwinding the definitions
shows that an isomorphism from the left diagram to the right diagram is given
by r ∈ 1NZ with denominator dividing N such that for any x ∈ 〈l〉N , one has
ψ(x) = r + φ(x) and t = r + s. Such an r is unique if it exists. In particular,
(O c©N )/〈n〉N is equivalent to a 1-category. Moreover, every morphism in (O c©N )/〈n〉N
is uniquely isomorphic to a triangle whose filler is the identity 2-morphism, which
shows that the natural functor
ψS : (OCN )/〈n〉N (O c©N )/〈n〉N
is an equivalence.
1.25. Proposition. For each N ∈ N̂, the 2-category O c©N admits multipullbacks.
Proof. Let C be any∞-category and let W : Λ22 C be a functor. Then we have
a homotopy pullback diagram of categories
C/W C/W (0)
C/W (1) C/W (2).
Note that any functorW : Λ22 O c©N can be lifted in a unique fashion to a functor
W ′ : Λ22 OCN . Together with 1.24, this implies that
ψW : (OCN )/W ′ (O c©N )/W
is an equivalence of categories, and so we deduce the existence of multipullbacks in
O c©N from the existence of multipullbacks in OCN . 
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1.25.1. Corollary. For each N ∈ N̂, the 2-category F c©N is a disjunctive ∞-
category.
Proof. Obviously F c©N has finite coproducts, and it has pullbacks by 1.25. It follows
from the fact that the coproducts and pullbacks in F c©N are the coproducts and
pullbacks in the ∞-category P(O c©N ) that pullbacks distribute over coproducts
and coproducts are disjoint and universal. 
1.26. Definition. Suppose M,N ∈ N̂ such that M divides N . There is an obvious
inclusion NM NN , and our presentations for the groups CM and CN give a
canonical inclusion CM CN determined by the condition that 1/M is carried
to 1/M . We therefore define a functor INM : O c©M O c©N as follows.
• On objects and 1-morphisms, INM is the induction functor
−×CM CN : 〈n〉M 〈n〉N .
• On 2-morphisms, which are after all just suitable rational numbers, INM is
the inclusion.
1.27. The following diagram commutes:
O c©M NM
O c©N NN ,
s
INM
s
the functor INM now formally extends to a functor
INM : F c©M F c©N ,
which makes the diagram
FCM F c©M
FCN F c©N
ψ
Ind
CN
CM
INM
ψ
commute up to homotopy. We claim that INM preserves pullbacks; indeed, every
pullback square in F c©M is, up to equivalence, the image of a pullback square in
the category FCM of finite CN -sets, and both Ind
CN
CM
and ψ preserve pullbacks.
1.28. Suppose N ∈ N̂. Since 1NZ can be written as the filtered union of the sub-
groups 1MZ over the set of finite divisors M of N , it follows that we can write the
2-categories above as filtered colimits:
O c©N ≃ colimM∈NN
O c©M and F c©N ≃ colimM∈NN
F c©M ,
and the ∞-categories above as cofiltered limits:
Top c©N ≃ limM∈NopN
Top c©M and Cat∞, c©N ≃ limM∈NopN
Cat∞, c©M .
That is, the assignments N O c©N and N F c©N define functors
O c©∗ : N̂ Cat∞ and F c©∗ : N̂ Cat∞
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that are left Kan extended from N, and the functors N Top c©N and N
Cat∞, c©N define functors
Top c©∗ : N̂
op Cat∞ and Cat∞, c©∗ : N̂
op Cat∞
that are right Kan extended from N.
2. Cyclonic spectra
2.1. Suppose N ∈ N̂. Then since F c©N is a disjunctive ∞-category in the sense of
[1], one can form its effective Burnside ∞-category Aeff(F c©N ). Now A
eff increases
categorical level by one, so these∞-categories are a priori 3-categories, but a closer
look reveals that in fact they are again simply 2-categories.
Indeed, Aeff(F c©N ) can be described in the following manner. An object is a finite
cyclonic set of degree N , hence a disjoint union of cyclonic orbits. Between cyclonic
orbits, a 1-morphism is a sum of span diagrams
〈l〉N
〈m〉N 〈n〉N .
A 2-morphism between two such diagrams is a diagram
〈l〉N
〈m〉N s t 〈n〉N
〈l′〉N
φ
of F c©N , where φ is an isomorphism, and s and t are intertwiners. Now for any
diagrams
〈l〉N
〈m〉N s t 〈n〉N
〈l′〉N
φ and
〈l〉N
〈m〉N s′ t′ 〈n〉N ,
〈l′〉N
φ′
a 3-morphism from the 2-morphism on the left to the 2-morphism on the right is
an intertwiner r from φ to φ′ such that
s′ = s+ r and t′ = t+ r,
which is clearly unique if it exists.
Passing to a skeleton, one sees that the mapping space in Aeff(F c©N ) between
cyclonic orbits 〈m〉N and 〈n〉N can be described as the following groupoid: an ob-
ject is a formal sum of divisors l of gcd(m,n), and a 1-isomorphism is a family of 1-
automorphisms of such divisors l, which are equivalence classes of pairs (s, t) consist-
ing of an element s ∈ 1mZ and an element t ∈
1
nZ, where two pairs (s, t) and (s
′, t′)
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are equivalent if and only if s′−s = t′−t. In other words,MapAeff(F c©N )
(〈m〉N , 〈n〉N )
is the free E∞ space generated by the disjoint union∐
l∈Ngcd(m,n)
B
((
1
m
Z⊕
1
n
Z
)/ 1
gcd(m,n)
Z
)
≃
∐
l∈Ngcd(m,n)
B
(
1
lcm(m,n)
Z
)
.
Now we are interested in Mackey functors for F c©N . These are simply direct-
sum-preserving functors from Aeff(F c©N ) to a selected additive ∞-category.
2.2. Definition. Suppose N ∈ N̂. We define the ∞-category of N -cyclonic spectra
as the ∞-category of Mackey functors
Sp c©N
:=Mack(F c©N ;Sp).
More generally, for any additive ∞-category A, we define the ∞-category of
N -cyclonic Mackey functors in A as the ∞-category
A c©N :=Mack(F c©N ;A).
Before we dive into a study of cyclonic spectra proper, let us first dip a toe in
the water by contemplating what happens when A is merely a 1-category.
2.3. Example. Suppose A an ordinary additive category, and suppose N ∈ N̂.
Then the category A c©N is the ordinary category of direct-sum-preserving functors
hAeff(F c©N ) A
Importantly, the result is actually less structure than a Mackey functor for CN ,
because the actions are all trivialized by the 2-isomorphisms in F c©N . Consequently,
A c©N is nothing more than the category of Mackey functors for the divisibility poset
ΦN is the following category. That is, an object is a collection of the following data:
• for any finite divisor m of N , an object X〈m〉 of A; and
• for any finite divisors m and n of N such that m divides n, two morphisms
φm|n,⋆ : X〈m〉 X〈n〉 and φ
⋆
m|n : X〈n〉 X〈m〉;
all subject to the following conditions:
• for any finite divisors u, v, and w of N such that u divides v and v divides
w, one has
φv|w,⋆φu|v,⋆ = φu|w,⋆ and φ
⋆
u|vφ
⋆
v|w = φ
⋆
u|w;
and
• for any finite divisor m of N and any divisors k and l of m, one has
φ⋆l|mφk|m,⋆ =
m
lcm(k, l)
φgcd(k,l)|l,⋆φ
⋆
gcd(k,l)|k : X〈k〉 X〈l〉.
A morphism ψ : X Y from one such object to another is a collection of maps
ψm : X〈m〉 Y 〈m〉
for each finite divisor m of N such that
ψnφm|n,⋆ = φm|n,⋆ψm and ψmφ
⋆
m|n = φ
⋆
m|nψn.
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2.3.1. Subexample. Perhaps the most well-known example of this sort of structure
is provided by the various rings of Witt vectors. To describe, let us begin with the
Hopf algebra Symm(N).
In particular, for any commutative ring R and any natural number n, one may
contemplate the ring W〈m〉(R) of Witt vectors relative to the truncation set of
positive divisors ofm. We recall that this is the set RNm , equipped with the addition
and multiplication maps that are uniquely determined by the condition that the
ghost component map
(wk)k∈Nm (zk)k∈Nm =
(∑
l∈Nk
lw
k/l
l
)
k∈Nm
is a ring map, functorially in R.
When m divides n, there are two maps that appear between these objects: the
Frobenius
Fm|n : W〈n〉(R) W〈m〉(R),
given on ghost components by (zl)l∈Nn (zkn/m)k∈Nm and the Verschiebung
Vm|n : W〈m〉(R) W〈n〉(R),
given on Witt components by (wk)k∈Nm (wl)l∈Nn , where wl = wl if l divides
m and wl = 0 otherwise. It is a simple matter to see that these maps satisfy
the conditions listed above. Consequently, these two maps endow the assignment
〈m〉 W〈m〉(R) with the structure of an object of Mod(R) c©. Note, however,
that the restriction maps that are usually taken as part of the structure on this
assignment are not emergent from the cyclonic structure alone. To get these, one
has to exhibit a cyclotomic structure. We will turn to this matter in the next section.
We can now restrict this Mackey functor to N = p∞ to get the p-typical Witt
vectors everyone knows and loves.
2.4. Example. For any N ∈ N̂ and any finite divisor m of N , one has the Mackey
functor
S〈m〉 : Aeff(F c©N ) Sp
corepresented by 〈m〉N . By [1, Cor. 9.2.1, Th. 13.12] this carries any object 〈n〉N
to the direct sum K-theory of the 2-category
(F c©N )/〈m〉 ×F c©N (F c©N )/〈n〉 ≃ (FCN )/〈m〉 ×F c©N (FCN )/〈n〉
(i.e., the K-theory in which the ingressives are declared to be the summand inclu-
sions). By Barratt–Priddy–Quillen, this is the suspension spectrum∨
l∈Ngcd(m,n)
Σ∞+ B
(
1
lcm(m,n)
Z
)
.
2.5. Example. Suppose R a commutative ring and N ∈ N̂. We consider the (un-
bounded) derived∞-categoryD(R), which is also equivalent toMod(HR). As with
the∞-category of cyclonic spectra, the∞-categoryD(R) c©N of cyclonic complexes
of R-modules admits a compact generator, which is given by⊕
m∈NN
M〈m〉N ,
where M〈m〉N is the cyclotomic complex corresponding to HR ∧
〈m〉.
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The Schwede–Shipley theorem now applies to provide a tilting equivalence
D(R) c©N ≃Mod(E),
where E is the endomorphism algebra
E := End
( ⊕
m∈NN
M〈m〉N
)
.
Accordingly, we can identify D(R) c©N as the dg nerve [16, Cnstr. 1.3.1.6] of a dg
category of dg modules over the following dga: it is a quotient of the free dga
R
[{
αb,k,a, ǫb,k,a | a, b ∈ NN , k ∈ Ngcd(a,b)
}]
,
where deg(αb,k,a) = 0 and deg(ǫb,k,a) = 1, subject only to the following relations:
• for any a, b, c, d ∈ NN , any k ∈ Ngcd(a,b), and any l ∈ Ngcd(c,d), one has
ǫd,l,cǫb,k,a = 0;
• for any a, b, c, d ∈ NN , k ∈ Ngcd(a,b), and l ∈ Ngcd(c,d), if b 6= c, one has
αd,l,cαb,k,a = ǫd,l,cαb,k,a = αd,l,cǫb,k,a = 0;
• for any a, b, c ∈ NN , k ∈ Ngcd(a,b), and l ∈ Ngcd(b,c), one has
αc,l,bαb,k,a =
b
lcm(k, l)
αc,gcd(l,k),a;
ǫc,l,bαb,k,a =
b
k
ǫc,gcd(l,k),a;
αc,l,bǫb,k,a =
b
l
ǫc,gcd(l,k),a.
2.6. The functor N̂ Cat2 that carries any N to F c©N is left Kan extended from
N, and all the overcategories NN are filtered. Consequently, the induced functor
N̂ Cat2 given by N A
eff(F c©N ) is left Kan extended from N, and in turn
the assignment N Sp c©N is a functor
N̂op Cat∞
that is right Kan extended from N.
In particular, we have identifications
Sp c© ≃ lim
N∈Nop
Sp c©N and Sp c©p∞ ≃ liml∈Nop0
Sp c©
pl
.
We now wish to relate the ∞-categories Sp c©N of cyclonic spectra to better-
known models of T -equivariant spectra. We will need to be precise about which
ones.
2.7. Construction. Write T for the circle group, and suppose F a family of closed
subgroups of T that is closed under passage to subgroups. Let EF be a universal
space for F .
• We call a map X Y of orthogonal T -spectra an F-equivalence if, for
any H ∈ F , the induced map
πH⋆ X π
H
⋆ Y
is an isomorphism of graded abelian groups – or, equivalently, if the map
EF+ ∧X EF+ ∧ Y
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is a π⋆-isomorphism.
• We will say that an orthogonal T -spectrum X is F-acyclic if EF+∧X ≃ 0.
• Lastly, we will say that an orthogonal T -spectrum Y is F-local if every map
from an F -acyclic is nullhomotopic.
Denote by OrthogSpT the underlying ∞-category of the stable model category
of orthogonal G-spectra. The full subcategory of F -local spectra is then a localiza-
tion of OrthogSpT , which we shall denote OrthoSpT,F . Further, if F
′ ⊂ F is a
subfamily, then of course the full subcategory
OrthoSpT,F ′ ⊂ OrthoSpT,F
is also a localization.
For any N ∈ N̂, we have the family FN of finite subgroups of T whose order
divides N . Let us simply write OrthogSpT,N for OrthogSpT,FN .
Since these localizations can all be modeled as left Bousfield localizations of
model categories, it follows that the assignment N OrthoSpT,N is a diagram
N̂op Cat∞. One sees immediately that these are each right Kan extended from
Nop.
2.8. Theorem. There is an equivalence of ∞-categories
Sp c©∗
∼ OrthoSpT,∗
of Fun(N̂op,Cat∞).
Proof. Since both source and target are right Kan extended from Nop, it suffices
to construct this equivalence for the restrictions of these diagrams to Nop.
On the source, for each positive integer N , one has the compact generator∨
m|N S
〈m〉, and on the target, one has the compact generator
∨
m|N Σ
∞
+ (T/Cm).
These compact generators are compatible with the diagrams. Hence, in light of
the Schwede–Shipley theorem [16, Th. 7.1.2.1], it suffices to construct a natural
equivalence of spectra
S〈m〉(〈n〉) ∼ F (Σ∞+ (T/Cm),Σ
∞
+ (T/Cn)) ≃ Σ
∞
+ (T/Cm) ∧Σ∞+ T Σ
∞
+ (T/Cn)
for any positive integers m and n. This now follows from Ex. 2.4 and the Segal–tom
Dieck splitting theorem. 
2.9. Write SymmSp for the stable model category of symmetric spectra in simpli-
cial sets, and let N ∈ N̂. We regard Aeff(F c©N ) as a simplicial category. Now we
may endow the category Fun(Aeff(F c©N ),SymmSp) of simplicial functors
Aeff(F c©N ) SymmSp
with its projective model structure, which is a left proper, combinatorial model
category. It follows immediately from Th. 2.8 that there is a zigzag of Quillen
equivalences between the model category of orthogonal T -spectra relative to the
family FN and the left Bousfield localization of Fun(Aeff(F c©N ),SymmSp) at the
set of maps
H := {Σ∞+ ◦ hX ∨ Σ
∞
+ ◦ hX Σ
∞
+ ◦ hX⊕Y | X,Y ∈ A
eff(F c©N )}.
2.10. Notation. Let us write DA(F c©) for the nonabelian derived ∞-category of
Aeff(F c©). This is the ∞-category of functors A
eff(F c©)
op Top that preserve
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products. It has the formal property that for any ∞-category D that admits all
colimits, the Yoneda embedding induces an equivalence
FunL(DA(F c©), D) ∼ Fun
⊔(Aeff(F c©), D),
where Fun⊔ is the ∞-category of functors that preserve finite coproducts.
2.11. Proposition. Suppose N ∈ N̂. For any presentable additive ∞-category A,
one has an equivalence
A c©N ≃ DA(F c©N )⊗A.
Consequently, if A is stable, then one has
A c©N ≃ Sp c©N ⊗A.
Proof. If A is presentable and additive, then in light of the duality equivalence
D : Aeff(F c©N )
op ≃ Aeff(F c©N ),
we have
DA(F c©N )⊗A ≃ Fun
R(DA(F c©)
op,A)
≃ FunL(DA(F c©N ),A
op)op
≃ Fun⊕(Aeff(F c©N ),A
op)op
≃ Fun⊕(Aeff(F c©N )
op,A)
≃ Fun⊕(Aeff(F c©N ),A) ≃ A c©N .
If A is moreover stable, then we can stabilize DA(F c©N ): the natural functor
DA(F c©) Sp(DA(F c©)) ≃ Sp⊗DA(F c©)
induces an equivalence
FunL(Sp⊗DA(F c©),A) ∼ A c©.
Now
DA(F c©N )⊗ Sp ≃ Sp c©N ,
and consequently, if A is stable and admits all colimits, then
FunL(Sp c©,A) ≃ A c©,
whence (using duality again)
A c© ≃ ((A
op) c©)
op ≃ FunL(Sp c©,A
op)op ≃ FunR(Spopc© ,A) ≃ Sp c© ⊗A,
as desired. 
2.12. Fix, for the remainder of this section, N ∈ N̂. We can define a symmetric
monoidal structure on N -cyclonic spectra via the second author’s Day convolution,
but in order to do so, we need to take a little care. The 2-category F c©N does
not admit products, so the effective Burnside 2-category Aeff(F c©N ) only admits
the structure of a symmetric promonoidal ∞-category, denoted Aeff(F c©N )
⊛ in [3].
Nevertheless, as we explain in [3], we are still entitled to employ the second author’s
Day convolution to get a symmetric monoidal structure on Sp c©N .
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2.13. Definition. Suppose A⊗ a presentable symmetric monoidal ∞-category (in
the sense of [16, Df. 3.4.4.1], so that the symmetric monoidal structure preserves
all colimits separately in each variable). Then the localized Day convolution yields
the symmetric monoidal ∞-category
A⊗c©N
:=Mack(F c©N ,A)
⊗.
When A⊗ = Sp∧, we call this the smash product symmetric monoidal structure on
cyclonic spectra.
2.14. In the situation above, the tensor product functor on A c©N preserves col-
imits separately in each variable. So A⊗c©N is a presentable symmetric monoidal
∞-category. When A = Sp, one finds that the homotopy category hSp c©N is natu-
rally a triangulated tensor category, as conjectured by Kaledin.
2.15. Example. Thanks to our Barratt–Priddy–Quillen theorem [3], we also have
an expression for the unit of the smash product symmetric monoidal structure. It
is the Mackey functor
: Aeff(F c©N ) Sp
that carries a CN -orbit 〈m〉N to the direct sum K-theory of
(F c©N )/〈m〉N ≃ (FCN )/〈m〉N ;
this K-theory of course is nothing more than the wedge
〈m〉 ≃
∨
n∈Nm
Σ∞+ BAut(OC)/〈m〉(〈n〉) ≃
∨
n∈Nm
Σ∞+ B
(
1
m
Z
/ 1
n
Z
)
.
On π0, we obtain the unit in Ab c©N : it is the functor Ω: A
eff(F c©N ) Ab
that carries 〈m〉N to the Burnside ring Ω〈m〉N of finite
1
mZ/Z-sets. Thus Ω〈m〉
∼=
Z{Nm}, and in fact, one obtains a unique isomorphism
Ω ∼= W(Z)
in CAlg(Ab⊗c©N ). This fact was first observed (and generalized) by Dress and
Siebeneicher [10].
3. Cyclotomic spectra
In this section, let us fix an supernatural number N ∈ N̂. We define Nd to be
the divisor of N with the property that
vp(Nd) :=
{
∞ if vp(N) =∞;
0 otherwise.
This corresponds to the divisible part of the abelian group 1NZ. Accordingly, if N
is finite, then Nd = 1, and the story of this section becomes uninteresting.
3.1. Definition. Now suppose n a natural number that divides Nd. We define an
endofunctor ιn of O c©N as follows. On objects and 1-morphisms, ιn is given by
pullback of the CN -action along the multiplication-by-n map CN CN , so that
ιn(〈m〉N ) = 〈mn〉N . On 2-isomorphisms, ιn is the assignment r r/n. We note
that ιn is (strictly) fully faithful, and it identifies O c©N with the full subcategory
of itself spanned by those objects 〈s〉N such that n divides s.
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3.2. Lemma. The functor ιn extends to an essentially unique fully faithful functor
ιn : F c©N F c©N
that preserves coproducts. This functor preserves pullbacks. Additionally, this func-
tor admits a right adjoint pn : F c©N F c©N given by
pn(〈m〉N ) =
{
〈m/n〉N if n divides m
∅ otherwise.
In particular, ιn and pn together exhibit O c©N as a localization of itself. In the
language of [2], the functor ιn is both left orbital and right orbital.
Proof. If n divides s and t, then of course it divides their greatest common divisor.
Consequently, the essential image of the fully faithful functor ιn : F c©N F c©N is
closed under pullbacks.
To see that the right adjoint pn exists, we observe that if it so happens that the
pullback functor on presheaf categories
ι⋆n : Fun(O
op
c©N
,Top) Fun(Oopc©N ,Top)
preserves the full subcategory F c©N , then the desired right adjoint is ι
⋆
n|F c©N . To
verify that this occurs, we must check that ι⋆n carries representables to coproducts
of representables. But
ι⋆nMap(−, 〈m〉N ) =
{
Map(−, 〈m/n〉N ) if n divides m;
∅ otherwise.
Hence we have our desired right adjoint. 
3.3.Notation. In light of the previous result, if n ∈ NNd , then we find that both ιn
and pn each induce direct-sum-preserving endofunctors – which we denote A
eff(ιn)
and Aeff(pn) – on the effective Burnside ∞-category Aeff(F c©N ). It is not true that
these are adjoint to each other, but it is the case that one has a natural equivalence
Aeff(pn)A
eff(ιn) ≃ id.
3.4. Notation. Suppose N ∈ N̂ and n ∈ NNd . For any presentable ∞-category A,
the functor Aeff(pn) induces a restriction endofunctor
in,⋆ := A
eff(pn)
⋆ : A c©N A c©N
that commutes with both limits and colimits. Consequently, it admits a left adjoint
i⋆n, which is given by left Kan extension alongA
eff(pn). (Recall [11, Lemma 2.20] that
the Kan extension of an additive functor between semiadditive categories along an
additive functor between semiadditive categories is always additive.) It also admits a
right adjoint i!n, given by right Kan extension along A
eff(pn), for which we will have
less need. (All of this notation is chosen to suggest an analogy with the pushforward
of sheaves along a closed immersion.)
When A = Sp, the functors i⋆n correspond under the equivalence of Th. 2.8 to
the geometric fixed point functors for Cn ⊂ T ; indeed, they preserve colimits, so
it suffices to check this on corepresentables (i.e., on sphere spectra), where it is
obvious.
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3.5. Construction. Suppose now that p ∈ NNd is prime. For any supernatural
number M , let us write M(p′) for the prime-to-p part of M ; i.e., M(p′) is the
supernatural number with
vq(M(p
′)) =
{
vq(M) if q 6= p;
0 if q = p.
Now let jp : O c©N(p′) O c©N be the complementary sieve to the cosieve ip; that
is, jp is the inclusion of the full subcategory spanned by those 〈m〉N such that p
does not divide m. As a sieve, this functor extends to a pullback-preserving functor
F c©N(p′) F c©N , whence we obtain a fully faithful functor
Aeff(jp) : A
eff(F c©N(p′)) A
eff(F c©N ).
Now if A is an additive presentable ∞-category, then we may thus contemplate
the restriction functor
j⋆p : A c©N A c©N(p′)
and its fully faithful left and light adjoints
jp,! and jp,⋆ : A c©N(p′) A c©N
along Aeff(jp). The left adjoint may be viewed as the “p-constant cyclonic object”
functor; that is,
• For any n ∈ NN and any X ∈ A c©N(p′) ,
jp,!X〈n〉N := X〈n(p
′)〉N(p′);
• For any m,n ∈ NN such that m divides n and for any X ∈ A c©N(p′) , the
morphism
φm|n,⋆ : jp,!X〈m〉N jp,!X〈n〉N
is the identity if n/m is a power of p, and is φm|n,⋆ : X〈m〉N X〈n〉X if
n/m is coprime to p;
• For any m,n ∈ NN such that m divides n and for any X ∈ A c©N(p′) ,
φ⋆m|n : jp,!X〈n〉N jp,!X〈m〉N
is multiplication by n/m if n/m is a power of p, and is φ⋆m|n if n/m is prime
to p.
3.6. Proposition. Suppose A a presentable stable ∞-category, and suppose p ∈
NNd a prime. Then the two fully faithful functors
ip,⋆ : A c©N A c©N and jp,! : A c©N(p′) A c©N
together exhibit Aopc©N as a recollement of A
op
c©N and A
op
c©N(p′) [16, Df. A.8.1]; equiv-
alently, they give a stratification of Aopc©N along ∆
1 [11, Definition 3.4].
Proof. This follows immediately from [11, Proposition 3.13]. 
3.7. In particular [11, Theorem 2.32], we have a cofiber sequence
jp,!j
∗
pX X ip,⋆i
⋆
pX.
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3.8. Now the product of any two elements of NNd again lies in NNd . Hence we may
consider the multiplicative monoid NNd , and the endofunctors ιn fit together into
a functor
I : BNNd Cat∞.
To see this, it’s best to construct the cartesian fibration p : O	c©N BNNd classified
by I.
3.9. Definition. Let O	c©N be the 2-category in which
• the objects are those of O c©N ;
• a 1-morphism from S to T is a pair (m, f) consisting of an elementm ∈ NNd
and a morphism f : ιm(S) T in O c©N , with composition law
(n, g) ◦ (m, f) = (nm, gιn(f))
using the natural isomorphism ιnιm ∼= ιnm;
• between two 1-morphisms (m, f : ιm(S) T ) and (n, g : ιn(S) T ) the
morphism is given by
MorMor
O
	
c©N
(S,T )((m, f), (n, g)) :=
{
MorMorO c©N (ιm(S),T )
(f, g) if m = n
∅ if m 6= n;
• the composition functor
Mor((m, f1), (m, f2))×Mor((n, g1), (n, g2)) Mor((nm, g1ιn(f1)), (nm, g2ιn(f2)))
is given by
(r, s)
r
m
+ s.
We would like to demonstrate that p : O	c©N BNNd is a cocartesian fibration.
To this end, we must digress in order to make some technical observations about
the lifting problems in 2-categories.
By construction, any 2-category, when regarded as an ∞-category using Cnstr.
1.2 is a 3-coskeletal simplicial set as well as a 2-category in the sense of [17, §2.3.4].
That implies that if f : C D is a functor between two 2-categories, then for any
solid arrow diagram
Λnk C
∆n D,
η
θ
a dotted lift exists automatically either if n ≥ 5 or if n ≥ 3 and 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1 [17,
Pr. 2.3.4.7]. We therefore undwind this finite check to give the following criterion.
3.10. Lemma. A functor f : C D between two 2-categories is an inner fibration
if and only if, for any 2-isomorphism λ : ψ ∼ χ of D and for any lift υ of ψ to C,
there exists a 2-isomorphism κ : υ ∼ φ of C lifting λ.
The condition to be a cocartesian fibration is a bit more involved, but it’s no less
explicit.
3.11. Lemma. Suppose f : C D an inner fibration. Then a 1-morphism φ of
C is f -cocartesian if and only if, for any 2-isomorphism λ : α ◦ f(φ) ∼ β and
any 1-morphism χ covering β, there exist a 1-morphism ψ covering α and a 2-
isomorphism κ : ψ ◦ φ ∼ χ covering λ such that for any 1-morphism ψ′ covering
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α and any 2-isomorphism κ′ : ψ′ ◦ φ ∼ χ covering λ, there exists a unique 2-
isomorphism ζ : ψ ∼ ψ′ covering idα such that κ = κ
′ ◦ (ζ ∗ φ).
It now follows easily from Lms. 3.10 and 3.11 that the projection
p : O	c©N BNNd
is a cocartesian fibration, and it’s immediate from the construction that it’s the one
that is classified by I.
3.12. Definition. We define the relative presheaf category of O	c©N over BNNd as
the simplicial set P	c©N over (BNNd)
op determined by the existence of bijections
Mor(BNNd )op(K,P
	
c©N
) ∼= Mor(K ×(BNNd )op (O
	
c©N
)op,Top)
natural in K ∈ sSet(/BNNd )op . We regard P
	
c©N
as a simplicial set over BN by
applying the canonical isomorphism
(BNNd)
op ∼= BNNd .
Now by [17, Pr. 3.2.2.13], we see that the structure map
P	c©N BNNd
is a cocartesian fibration whose fiber over the unique object of BN×Nd is the presheaf
∞-category Fun(Oopc©N ,Top). For any edge n of BNNd , the pushforward functor is
equivalent to the functor µ⋆n.
3.13.Definition. Let F	c©N be the full subcategory of P
	
c©N
spanned by the objects
of F c©N . Since each µ
⋆
n carries respresentables to coproducts of representables, the
projection
π : F	c©N BNNd
is again a cocartesian fibration, and the cocartesian pushforward over n ∈ BNNd
can be identified with in.
Now we need to use the functoriality of the assignment C Aeff(C); since we
aim to construct our ∞-categories vertically (i.e., using fibration of various kinds),
we shall describe this functor vertically as well.
3.14. Definition. Let O˜(∆n) be the twisted arrow category of the n-simplex [1,
§2]; its vertices are labeled by pairs of integers (i, j) with 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n. Let
Dn ⊆ O˜(∆n)op ×∆n
be the full subcategory spanned by those triples ((i, j), h) for which 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ h ≤
n, and let ρ : Dn ∆n be the projection onto the last factor. Suppose q : E B
is a cocartesian fibration of∞-categories. We define the effective Burnside category
of E relative to B, AeffB (E), as the simplicial set whose n-simplices over a fixed
n-simplex σ : ∆n B are maps z : Dn E such that
• the diagram
Dn E
∆n B
z
ρ q
σ
commutes;
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• for any ((i, j), h) with h ≤ n− 1, the image under z of the edge
((i, j), h) ((i, j), h+ 1)
is q-cocartesian;
• for any i0, i1, j0, j1, h with
0 ≤ i0 ≤ i1 ≤ j1 ≤ j0 ≤ h,
the image under z of the square spanned by the four vertices
((i0, j0), h), ((i0, j1), h), ((i1, j0), h), ((i1, j1), h),
which necessarily lies within a fiber of q, is a pullback square.
The following is proved in [2, Appendix C]:
3.15. Proposition. If the fibers of E admit pullbacks, and those pullbacks are pre-
served by the cocartesian pushforwards, then AeffB (E) is a cocartesian fibration whose
cocartesian edges are given by those maps z : D1 E which take the edges
((0, 1), 1) ((0, 0), 1), ((0, 1), 1) ((1, 1), 1)
to equivalences.
3.16. The relative Burnside category of interest to us will be AeffBNNd
(F	c©N ). It is a
cocartesian fibration whose fiber over the unique vertex of BNNd is A
eff(F c©N ) and
whose cocartesian pushforward over n is equivalent to Aeff(jn).
More explicitly, AeffBNNd
(F	c©N ) can be identified with the following 2-category:
• An object is a finite cyclonic set of degree N , hence a disjoint union of
cyclonic orbits.
• For any finite cyclonic sets X and Y of degree N , a 1-morphism X Y
is a pair (n, f) consisting of an element n ∈ NNd and a span f from X to
µnY of the form
µnU
X µnY ;
f0 µn(f1)
• A 2-isomorphism (n, f) ∼ (n′, f ′) between two 1-morphisms
X Y
can only exist if k = k′, in which case it is a diagram
µnU
X s t µnY
µnU
′
f0
φ
µn(f1)
f ′0 µn(f
′
1)
in which φ is an isomorphism, and s and t are intertwiners.
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3.17. Definition. Suppose A a presentable, additive ∞-category. Let A	′c©N be the
unique simplicial set over BNNd giving natural bijections
MorBNNd (K,A
	′
c©N
) ∼= Mor(K ×BNNd A
eff
BNNd
(F	c©N ),A)
for K ∈ sSet/BNNd . By the opposite of [17, Pr. 3.2.2.13], the projection
ρ : A	′c©N BNNd
is a cartesian fibration. A vertex of A	′c©N is a functor A
eff(F c©N ) A, and the
cartesian pullback over the edge n of BNNd may be identified with the precompo-
sition with
Aeff(pn) : A
eff(F c©N ) A
eff(F c©N ).
Let A	c©N be the full subcategory of A
	′
c©N
spanned by the cyclonic spectra.
3.18. Since all of the Aeff(pn) are additive functors, the cartesian pullbacks preserve
this full subcategory, and so the projection
π : A	c©N BNNd
is a cartesian fibration. Moreover, each of the cartesian pullbacks admits a left
adjoint given by the left Kan extension i⋆n along A
eff(pn), so π is also cocartesian.
3.19. Consequently, for an N -cyclonic object X : Aeff(F c©N ) A, we can express
the values of i⋆nX explicitly as a certain (admittedly rather complicated) colimit:
i⋆nX〈m〉N ≃ colim
W∈A(n,〈m〉N )
X(W )
is an equivalence, where
A(n, 〈m〉N ) ⊂ A
eff
BNNd
(F	c©N )/〈m〉N
is the subcategory whose objects are morphisms W 〈m〉N that cover the edge
n ∈ (BNNd)1 and whose morphisms are morphisms W
′ W over 〈m〉N whose
image in (BNNd)1 is degenerate.
3.20.Definition. Suppose A a presentable, additive∞-category, and suppose N ∈
N̂. Then the ∞-category of N -cyclotomic objects of A is the ∞-category
AΦN := Map
♭
sSet+
/BNNd
((BNNd)
♯, (A	c©N )
♮)
of cocartesian sections of the cocartesian fibration π. Similarly, the ∞-category of
N -precyclotomic objects of A is the ∞-category
AΦ′N := MapsSet/BNNd
(BNNd ,A
	
c©N
)
of all sections of π.
More conceptually, AΦN is the limit of the diagram
BNNd Cat∞
classifying π, and AΦ′N is the lax limit of this diagram.
When N =∞, we shall drop the N , write AΦ, and refer just to cyclotomic and
precyclotomic objects.
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3.21. We unwind the definitions to find that AΦN is the full subcategory of the
∞-category Fun(AeffBNNd
(F	c©N ),A) spanned by those functors
X : AeffBNNd
(F	c©N ) A
such that:
• the restriction of X to Aeff(F c©N ) ⊂ A
eff
BNNd
(F	c©N ) is a Mackey functor,
and
• for any orbit 〈m〉N and any n ∈ NNd , the natural map
i⋆nX〈m〉N ≃ colim
W∈A(n,〈m〉N )
X(W ) X〈m〉N
is an equivalence, where A(n, 〈m〉N ) is as above.
3.22. There are two ways to think of the universal property of AΦN , because it
is the limit of presentable ∞-categories and left adjoints, but at the same time it
is the colimit of presentable ∞-categories and right adjoints. So on one hand, the
assertion is that for any presentable ∞-category C, any colimit-preserving func-
tor F : C A c©N , and any suitably compatible collection of natural equivalences
i⋆n ◦ F
∼ F , one has an essentially unique factorization of F through AΦN . On
the other hand, for any presentable ∞-category D, any limit-preserving, accessible
functor G : A c©N D, and any suitably compatible collection of natural equiva-
lences G ∼ G ◦Aeff(in)
⋆, one has an essentially unique factorization of G through
AΦN .
3.23. Theorem. The ∞-category SpΦ is equivalent to the underlying homotopy
theory of the Blumberg–Mandell relative category of cyclotomic spectra, and the ∞-
category SpΦp∞ is equivalent to the underlying homotopy theory of the Blumberg–
Mandell relative category of p-cyclotomic spectra
Proof. Suppose N ∈ N̂. Under the equivalence between Sp c©N and OrthoSpT,N of
Th. 2.8, the functors i⋆n for n ∈ NNd agree with the functors ρ
⋆
nΦ
Cn of [7]. Therefore,
when N = ∞ or N = p∞, it suffices to show that the “model∗ categories” of [7]
do indeed model the homotopy limit of this diagram of homotopy theories. This
follows from the following lemma. 
3.24. Lemma. Suppose D a small category, and suppose F : D RelCat a di-
agram of a relative categories and relative functors (in the sense of [4]). Suppose,
additionally, that Fd is a partial model category [5, 1.1] for any object d ∈ D. Then
the homotopy limit of the diagram NF of underlying ∞-categories is equivalent to
the relative nerve of the category of cocartesian sections of F,– i.e., the category of
those tuples (X,φ) = ((Xd)d∈D, (φf )f∈Arr(D)) comprised of an object Xd of Fd, one
for each object d ∈ D, and a weak equivalence φf : F (f)Xd Xe, one for each
morphism f : d e of D, such that for any composable pair of morphisms f and
g of D, one has
φf◦g = φg ◦ F (g)φf ,
in which a weak equivalence is a morphism (X,φ) (Y, ψ) such that for any object
d ∈ D, the morphism Xd Yd is a weak equivalence of Fd.
Proof. If the functors F (f) were all left Quillen functors between model categories,
we would be done by Bergner’s [6, Th. 4.1]. But in fact, the proof there applies
immediately in this context, in light of [5, 3.3]. 
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3.25. Proposition. Suppose A a presentable, additive ∞-category. Then AΦN is
presentable and additive. Moreover, if A is stable, then so is AΦN .
Proof. The first claim follows from [17, Pr. 5.5.3.13] and an easy argument. The
second claim follows from [16, Pr. 4.8.2.18] and [16, Th. 3.4.3.1]. 
3.26. So the ∞-category SpΦN of N -cyclotomic spectra is a presentable stable ∞-
category. This may be surprising, in light of Blumberg and Mandell’s [7], where only
a “model∗ structure” of cyclotomic spectra is constructed; one might have therefore
have feared that it would be impossible to form general limits and colimits in
SpΦN . In fact, the presentability of SpΦN implies that there is a combinatorial
model category of cyclotomic spectra.
3.27. Example. Suppose A a Grothendieck abelian 1-category. An N -cyclotomic
object of A factors through the homotopy category hAeffBNNd
(F	c©N ). Thus it is the
data of an N -cyclonic object X (as described in Ex. 2.3) along with some additional
structure that we now describe. For simplicity, we’ll suppose that N = Nd, so all
divisors of N occur with infinite multiplicity, and 1NZ is divisible.
Let D(A) be the derived category ofA, which by [16, Proposition 1.3.5.9] and [16,
Proposition 1.3.5.21] is a stable presentable ∞-category with t-structure. Denote
by X the N -cyclonic object of D(A) obtained from X by including A into D(A)
as the heart. By 3.7, for any prime p ∈ Nd, we have a fiber sequence of N -cyclonic
objects
jp,!j
⋆
pX X ip,⋆i
⋆
pX .
Since all of the functors in this sequence are right exact on A c©N , taking π0 gives
a right exact sequence
jp,!j
⋆
pX
λp X ip,⋆i
⋆
pX 0
in A c©N . Unwinding the definitions, we have
jp,!j
⋆
pX〈ap
v〉 ∼= X〈a〉
and
λp〈ap
v〉 = φpv |apv ,⋆ : X〈a〉 X〈ap
v〉,
where a is coprime to p. Thus
ip,⋆i
⋆
pX〈ap
v〉 ∼= X〈apv〉/X〈a〉.
Since ip,⋆ simply acts by reparametrization, the N -cyclonic object Φ
CpX := i⋆pX of
Cp-geometric fixed points is given by
ΦCpX〈apv〉 ∼= X〈apv+1〉/X〈a〉.
For any pair of primes p1, p2 ∈ Nd, there’s a natural isomorphism
ΦCp1ΦCp2X ∼= ΦCp2ΦCp1X
which we’ll make implicit by referring to each of these objects as Φp1p2X . A cyclo-
tomic structure on X is, for each prime p ∈ N , a cyclonic isomorphism
rp : X ∼ Φ
CpX
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such that for each pair of primes p1, p2 ∈ Nd, the diagram
X ΦCp1X
ΦCp2X Φp1p2X
rp1
rp2 rp2
rp1
commutes.
Unpacking slightly, the isomorphism rp amounts to giving, for each n = ap
v ∈ N ,
an isomorphism of abelian groups
rn|pn : X〈n〉 ∼= X〈pn〉/X〈a〉
compatibly with transfer and Frobenius maps.
A cyclotomic structure gives rise to a third type of relation between the objects
of A which constitute an object X ∈ A c©N : restriction maps
ρm|n : X〈n〉 X〈m〉
whenever u, v ∈ N with m|n. When n = mp = apv for some prime p, ρm|n is defined
as the composition
X〈n〉 X〈n〉/X〈a〉
r−1
m|n X〈m〉.
By the compatibility square above, we may safely extend to all m and n using the
prescription
ρk|mρm|n = ρk|n.
Restriction maps commute with transfer and Frobenius maps.
Since π0 : Sp Ab is an additive functor, it extends to a functor
Sp c©N Ab c©N ,
which we’ll also denote π0. We now have:
3.28. Lemma. π0 extends to a functor from the category Sp
≥0
ΦN
of connective N -
cyclotomic spectra to the category AbΦN of N -cyclotomic abelian groups.
Proof. Let E ∈ Sp c©N be an N -cyclonic spectrum. Then we have a cofiber sequence
jp,!j
⋆
pE E ip,⋆Φ
CpE.
By connectivity, taking π0 gives rise to a short exact sequence
jp,!j
⋆
p(π0E)
λp π0E ip,⋆(π0Φ
CpE) 0.
We deduce that
ΦCpπ0E ∼= π0Φ
CpE
and since an N -cyclotomic structure on E amounts to a coherently compatible
system of equivalences ΦCpE ≃ E as p ranges over the primes dividing N , the
result follows. 
3.29. Example. Let A be a commutative ring. Since we have an isomorphism of
cyclonic abelian groups
W•(A) ∼= π0TH(A).
[See [12, Th. 3.3] for the p-typical case.] Since TH(A) is always connective for
an ordinary commutative ring A, Lemma 3.28 implies that W•(A) is naturally a
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cyclotomic abelian group. Unwinding the definitions, this comes down to giving
isomorphisms
W〈apv〉(A) ∼= W〈apv+1〉(A)/Va|apv+1W〈a〉(A).
for each a, p and v. But this is immediate from inspection at the level of Witt
components.
3.30. We can also contemplate the symmetric monoidal structures on SpΦN . For
this, one may construct a symmetric monoidal extension of the cocartesian fibration
π above: if A⊗ is a presentable, symmetric monoidal, additive∞-category, then the
cocartesian fibration π constructed above extends to a cocartesian fibration
π⊗ : (A	c©)
⊗ BNNd ×NΛ(F)
whose pullback along NΛ(F) BNNd ×NΛ(F) is symmetric monoidal, which
exhibits a factorization of the functor BNNd Cat∞ that classifies π through a
functor
BNNd CAlg(Pr
L,⊗
∞ ).
We leave the details to the reader, for now; we will return to this at a later point.
If we form the limit of the functor BNNd CAlg(Pr
L,⊗
∞ ), then by [16, Pr.
3.2.2.1], we obtain a presentable symmetric monoidal ∞-category A⊗ΦN .
In particular, when A = Sp, we obtain a presentable symmetric monoidal sta-
ble ∞-category Sp⊗ΦN . This lifts the triangulated tensor category structure Cary
Malkiewich found [18, Cor. 1.5] on the homotopy category hSp⊗ΦN .
4. Kaledin’s conjecture
Kaledin seeks [15, (0.1)] a pullback square of “noncommutative brave new schemes”
SpecD(R)Ψ SpecSpΨ
SpecD(R) SpecSp
for any commutative ring R that induces the square (0.0.1) under formation of
quasicoherent modules. Let us make this precise.
4.1.Definition. The∞-category of noncommutative affine schemes Aff will be the
opposite∞-category (PrLst)
op to the∞-category of stable, presentable∞-categories.
For any stable presentable ∞-category A, we write SpecA for the corresponding
object of Aff .
For any object SpecA ∈ Aff , let us write Modl(SpecA) for the ∞-category
FunL(A,Sp); we shall call these objects left modules over A.
Since Sp is the unit in PrLst, we will write
SpecC ≃ SpecA× SpecB
if and only if C ≃ A⊗B in PrLst.
4.2. Example. By [16, Th. 4.8.4.1], we may note that for any E1-ring A, one has
Modl(Spec(Modr(A))) ≃Modl(A)
Accordingly, then, we will prove the following, which is a generalization of Kaledin’s
conjecture.
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4.3. Theorem. Suppose N ∈ N̂. Then for any stable, presentable ∞-category A,
there exists an ∞-category AΨN such that
Mod(SpecAΨN ) ≃Mod(SpecA)ΦN ,
and moreover that
SpecAΨN ≃ SpecA× SpecSpΨN .
Proof. In light of Pr. 2.11 and our characterization of cyclotomic structures, we are
now reduced to studying the action of NNd on A c©N via the geometric fixed points.
Of course one has
AΦN ≃ (A c©N )
hNNd ≃ FunL(Sp c©N ,A)
hNNd ≃ FunL((Sp c©N )hNNd ,A),
where the colimit is formed in PrL over the various functors i⋆n. This is the same
as the limit in PrR over the right adjoint functors in,⋆, which by [17, Th. 5.5.3.18]
is in turn the ∞-categorical limit.
Definition. The ∞-category of N -cocyclotomic objects of A is the ∞-category
AΨN := ((A
op)ΦN )
op.
With this, we thus obtain the desired equivalences
AΦN ≃ Fun
L(SpΨN ,A) and Fun
L(A,Sp)ΦN ≃ Fun
L(AΨN ,Sp).
Furthermore, since ⊗ preserves colimits in PrLst separately in each variable:
AΨN ≃ (A c©N )hNNd
≃ ((A⊗ Sp) c©N )hNNd
≃ (A⊗ Sp c©N )hNNd
≃ A⊗ (Sp c©N )hNNd
≃ A⊗ SpΨN .
This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
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